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Figure 1: Design of Artinter. Artinter is a collaborative AI-powered system that supports communication around art commis-

sions. 1) It allows artists and clients to build shared boundary objects through themood board. 2)With shared objects, Artinter

allows users to agree on the meaning of terms through collaborative concept building that connects concepts to artifact in-

stances. 3) The information elicited from the development of concepts is also used to train Artinter to support its AI features.

4) Based on the learned concepts and shared artifacts, Artinter provides two AI-powered features (search and generation) for

expanding shared examples.

ABSTRACT

When commissioning visual art, clients and artists communicate

to agree on what is to be created. This often requires bridging a

language gap in how they conceive art. To arrive at a mutual under-

standing, they leverage boundary objectsÐorganized language and

artifact instances. However, building and working with such objects

is hard due to their innate subjectivity and ambiguity. Moreover, ac-

quiring artifact instances, such as references and sketches, requires

effort. We introduce Artinter, an AI-powered commission-support

system for sharing, concretizing, and expanding boundary objects.

Artinter helps artists and clients develop a mutually understood

‘language’ by allowing them to define concepts with artifacts (e.g.,

what they mean by ‘happy’). The system provides two AI-powered

approaches for expanding commission boundary objects: 1) guided
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search with user-defined concepts and 2) instance generation by

mixing concepts and artifacts. Our studies identify how AI fea-

tures can support commissions and reveal future directions for

AI-powered collaborative art-making.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Commissioning art pieces allows clients to obtain unique pieces

that meet certain specifications that at the same time retain the

artist’s creativity, sensibility and style [30]. Commissioned visual
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arts range from paintings to book and album covers and can be

rendered in many different mediums. Unlike the process of buying a

premade piece, a commission is often ‘bespoke,’ allowing the client

to influence the piece in different ways. This does not necessarily

mean that the client has absolute control over the final product.

Depending on the commission and the artist, the client’s input can

vary from fine-level control of the content (e.g., requesting a specific

portrait) to more limited control of color, size, or where the piece

will be exhibited. In many commissions, there is a necessary balance

between the artist’s agency to create their art and the client’s needs

or wants. Reaching a mutual understanding is a complex process,

as the artist and the client may not share a clear mental model

of each other’s language, meanings, objectives, requirements, and

skills [14, 18].

To achieve this shared understanding of the commission, commu-

nication is imperative [13, 14, 18, 70, 83, 93]. However, subjectivity

and expertise gaps can result in differences in artist and client lan-

guage. Successful communication often requires the creation of a

common language that shares tacit conceptions, assumptions, and

knowledge [18, 70, 93]. For instance, when the client asks for ‘light’

art, the artist and client must develop a shared understanding of

what that means. Is it bright colors? A specific łlightž topic? Lighter

brush strokes? Does it imply things that should be included? Or

what should be avoided? A shared definition is critical to ensure

that the artist’s enactment of the concept can satisfy the client.

Having achieved mutual intelligibility, artist and client can ulti-

mately converge on a commissioning ‘contract,’ a specification of

the commissioned artifact. It can be as vague or specific as desired

but ultimately defines the bounds of a good commission.With a con-

tract in hand, the artist can focus on producing the commissioned

piece in their medium of choiceśdigital or not.

In this work, we introduce Artinter, a synchronously collabora-

tive AI-powered system. Artinter facilitates the use of boundary

objects [89, 90] to help artists and clients share language and vision

about the artifact to be created. The system aids in this process by

supporting collaborative sketching, art generation, and search. The

features and boundary objects of Artinter were motivated by an

analysis of guidelines and questionnaires for commissioning artists.

Specifically, we observed that different materialsÐlanguage and

visualÐare used to convey information on the client’s vision and

the artist’s description of their work (e.g., sample reference images,

artist’s vision statements, and client’s goal description). As a com-

missioning relationship evolves, additional tools, such as ‘mood

boards,’ are leveraged to organize visual and language boundary

objects [50ś52, 58]. Through our analysis, we found common pat-

terns among commission-centered boundary objects: 1) methods for

describing verbal concepts (Figure 1-1-a)śnatural language-based

descriptions of artistic concepts, constraints, etc.; and 2) artifact

instances (Figure 1-1-b)śconcrete examples of imagery. For artifact

instances, artists and clients created sketches [8] or searched for

references [83]. In building Artinter, we focus on supporting both

types of boundary objects through a unified interface inspired by

mood boardsÐa space in which verbal concepts and artifact in-

stances can be created, arranged, and organized to support mutual

understanding.

Although boundary objects aim to reduce ambiguity, they cannot

completely eliminate it [27, 47, 83]. Sometimes, such flexibility is

desirable, as it gives the artist creative freedom. To control ambi-

guity, Artinter allows artists and clients to collaboratively define

verbal concepts by identifying examples (e.g., łrough brushž from

impressionist pieces vs. łrough brushž from action painting works)

(Figure 1-2). Another challenge for communication is that finding

example artifacts can be difficult. To describe ideas with artifacts,

artists and clients must concretize their descriptions by looking

for examples or sketching their own. Search requires mapping to

yet another languageśone used by the search engine. Sketching

can be time-consuming or uncomfortable for those who cannot

easily draw. To address the challenge of finding or creating good

examples, Artinter learns as the client and the artist work together.

As they introduce linguistic concepts and visual artifacts into the

mood board, Artinter can learn (Figure 1-3) and provide artifact

expansion, AI-powered support to explore more instances with

artifacts and concepts within the communication context (Figure 1-

4). Specifically, Artinter allows 1) guided search of other artists’

works with user-defined concepts (Figure 1-4-1) and 2) genera-

tion of higher-fidelity sketches by combining concepts or shared

artifacts (Figure 1-4-2).

We evaluated Artinter in two studies: (1) synchronous art com-

missioning sessions by six artist-client pairs; (2) an experiment in

which 20 nonprofessional participants described a ‘target’ image

with Artinter. From our studies, we found that Artinter could help

the artist and client users ground their communication means while

supporting the finding of references within their communication

contexts. We also identify limitations of AI-based systems that learn

from users due to the high effort to teach the AI some concepts and

the AI not learning as expected. Iterative use of Artinter could alle-

viate such issues by allowing users to gradually reach and describe

their artistic intentions under unpredictable AI behaviors. Based

on these findings, we discuss how we can build future AI tools for

art commission support.

Our work makes a number of contributions. First, we perform a

preliminary analysis and find design goals for the unique process

of art commissions. Based on these findings, we create Artinter,

a novel collaborative AI-powered system that supports ‘contract’

communication during commissioning. Finally, we conduct two

user studies with practicing artists and potential clients. Our studies

identify effective use patterns and features, as well as limitations.

This has implications not only for the specific commissioning task,

but also more broadly for creative tools that utilize AI.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In analyzing related work, we reflect on the need for boundary

objects in art-making communication and two mechanisms for

getting them: search and generation.

2.1 Artistic Communication Means as
Boundary Objects

Artists often collaborate with many others: clients, gallery own-

ers, agents, collaborators, etc. [5, 14, 37, 82]. In these collabora-

tive processes, communication is a critical characteristic of suc-

cess [8, 13, 14, 53, 54, 56, 83]. Communication helps to concretize

and share tacit vision and knowledge with collaborators [18, 93].
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Through communication, collaborators ultimately co-build a shared

explorative language framework [70].

Existing references [14, 83] are a key mechanism by which collab-

orators can concretely show concepts relevant to vision. Sketches are

an alternative that allow artists to show their imagined vision [8, 14].

Various tools enable collaboration through these mechanisms. For

example, mood boards, which have a root in personal use (e.g., help-

ing an artist track their own vision), are utilized in collaborative

settings. Mood boards allow one to project a vision into a collage

of reference images and materials [50ś52, 58]. The materials on

the board, individually and collectively, act to organize and con-

cretize ambiguous or tacit ideas [58] and shape common languages

and mutual understanding [50, 58]. In addition, they can help the

collaborators explore more ideas [19].

All these mechanismsśsketches, references, mood boards, etc.ś

come to act as boundary objects [47, 89, 90]. That is, they serve

as translations between different social worlds, satisfying the in-

formational requirements for each of them. Boundary objects are

effective intermediaries that reflect commonalities for shared un-

derstanding while allowing flexible interpretations for diverse par-

ticipants. However, boundary objects tend to be unstandardized

during the early phases of construction, causing disagreement in

their understanding [47]. Thus, participants generally coordinate

the definitions of boundary objects during their use. Our view is

that these characteristics of boundary objects coincide with artistic

communication means [70, 83]. Our design for Artinter focuses on

facilitating boundary objects in art commission settings. Through

the features of Artinter, we can investigate ways to support com-

munication between artists and clients with these varied boundary

objects.

2.2 Searching for Artifact Instances

A client can search for examples they like among the artist’s past

work or images created by other artists. Similarly, the artist can use

found examples to describe some idea or probe the fit of an idea to

the client’s needs or wants. Various search tools can aid in these

processes. However, they are often limited in that they have not

been specifically created for the commissioning process.

The most common query language for these tools is simple key-

words (e.g., Google Images). This is effective when the user can

explain their target in a natural language query that is consistent

with how images are indexed. However, knowing the right key-

words can be challenging [43]. Moreover, those right keywords

might not map to either the artist’s or the client’s language. Intro-

ducing yet another language can make search inefficient.

An alternative to text is abstract representations or visualizations

that can be used to explore or move through image ‘spaces.’ For

example, Dream Lens helps users explore many generative designs

by visualizing them with various attributes and concepts [57]. It is

a powerful approach in the hands of an expert who has the skills

to use digital tools or knows the ‘language’ of these tools. While

exploration with such tools may be easy, targeted search is often

more difficult.

A third approach is to use example artifacts as input for explo-

ration. Tools that support exploration by showing examples similar

to user-given artifacts fall into this category [3, 22, 43]. Because

users may want to find things that are ‘different’ from the exam-

ple they provide, some tools seek to identify more divergent (e.g.,

serendipitous) examples [41, 42, 46, 77, 84]. These approaches can

help find examples in the space ‘around’ an input vision. However,

such tools tend to be personal in nature and may not externalize the

aspects the user is looking for. Therefore, they are not necessarily

built to communicate concepts in this space.

Concept-driven tools are another alternative. These allow the

user to explore artistic ideas by toggling ‘concepts’ as high-level

parameters [10, 17, 44, 85]. For instance, by using the concept of

‘striped textures,’ the user can search for examples with or without

striped textures. Unfortunately, the number of explorable concepts

is often small, as systems often require many annotated exam-

ples [11, 17, 44, 45, 64, 99]. An alternative is to allow individuals

to define the concept independently with a small number of ex-

amples. Interactive machine learning (IML) tools often support

this approach [2, 21, 24]. CueFlik, for example, allowed users to

define complex rules (e.g., łproduct photosž) to find images [24].

These łfew-shot learningž-based concept definitions became more

plausible with powerful neural network representations [10, 31].

In Artinter, we follow this approach to allow users to configure

concepts as a mechanism for defining complex queries.

We also note the utility and challenges of collaborative search.

In the context of a group of people researching knowledge, such as

working on joint projects or homework, previous work emphasized

that sharing awareness, dividing labor without redundancy in ef-

forts, and persistence in having a shared search session are crucial

to facilitate collaborative search [4, 55, 59ś62, 71, 94]. Following

these recommendations, Artinter supports collaborative search of

references with a shared mood board, synchronized user actions,

and co-defined query languages.

2.3 Tools for Artifact Generation

While in many situations examples of ideas can be ‘found,’ some-

times they require ‘creation.’ This is important when creating is

more expedient than finding, but also when no example can be

found. In these situations, collaborators resort to sketching or gen-

erating examples. Creating sketches requires skill and effort, which

can introduce additional friction to efficient communication. For

example, clients who feel like they cannot draw may resist creating

a sketch. There have been diverse approaches to lower the exper-

tise and skill bars in visual art creation by providing guidance and

structure [6, 23, 36, 48, 91, 96, 97]. However, this comes at the cost

of limited flexibility in styles and content.

Recent approaches provide more flexible generative AI functions.

For example, in visual domains, there have been tools that allow co-

creating drawings with AI [65] or generating images with the user’s

masking specifications [68] and natural language prompts [34, 35,

63, 75, 78, 80]. With these approaches, generative AI tools have

been devised to support more specific purposes, from supporting

ideation [66] to allowing users without artistic expertise to collect

images adequate for their own writings [49]. Generative AI models

and tools also rapidly advanced in other modalities, from texts [15,

16] to audio [1], video [87], and even 3D models [73]. However,

many of these do not necessarily consider the user’s style, which

can introduce friction in the art commission setting, as artists would
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like to maintain their own unique styles, unless they are open to

new ideas and styles [14, 40]. In such a setting, techniques that

can generate images based on the images styles within the user’s

inputs would be adequate [26, 28, 67, 69]. Artinter utilizes a style

transfer algorithm [28, 67, 69] to allow artists and clients to express

artistic ideas with low effort and high fidelity while considering

their styles or preferences. An individual can instantiate a rough

idea by applying and mixing various styles including the artist’s,

and explore a space of possible artifacts.

As with collaborative search, there are also tools for collaborative

artifact creation. These vary in sophistication from simply sharing

artifacts [29, 32, 81], to co-creating on the same canvas [32], building

upon each other’s artifacts [29, 72, 100], and remixing multiple

artifacts [72, 100]. Generative AI tools also have been explored in

facilitating collaborative creation, in music composing [92] and

web-comic creation [39]. Artinter builds upon these approaches to

allow co-creating and combining styles of the artwork shared by

collaborators.

3 THE ART COMMISSION PROCESS

To understand the practice of art commissioning, we begin by study-

ing materials artists currently use in the process. We reviewed the

web pages for visual artists who take commissions, as well as ad-

vice columns for visual artists. Among these, we identified two

common types of materialsśquestionnaires and guidelinesśthat

were often used or suggested. Many artists who accept commis-

sions use structured questionnaires to obtain information from

clients. The guidelines are information content for artists who are

starting or developing their commissioning practice. These are

often in the form of blogs or social media posts. Taken together,

these materials reveal the dynamics of the art commission process

and how artists view the process. To obtain a large collection of

these, we searched Google for keywords such as: łart commission

questionnaire,ž łguidelines for art commissionsž and łtips for art

commissions.ž By excluding search results that are not art commis-

sion questionnaires or guidelines, we collected 22 questionnaires

and 27 guideline documents. Their domains ranged from fine arts

to sculpture, illustration, and cartoon creation. For questionnaires

and guidelines, one of the authors performed iterative coding with

inductive analysis, creating codes as the author go through data

multiple times. Then, both authors collaboratively reviewed codes

and data, making edits to codes as necessary.

The limitation of analyzing existing materials was that it focused

more on the artist side of the commission process. That said, many

of the ładvicež blogs described client expectations.

3.1 Findings

We focus our discussion on codes related to communicating artistic

ideas, as they have the most implications for our tool (summarized

in Table 1). Most questionnaires and guidelines focused on obtain-

ing a high-level description of the target of the commission. This

fell broadly into two categories: subject (a thing to be drawn) and

style (constraints of the art including the color, material, form, etc.).

Specific questions about target range from concrete (e.g., objects to

be drawn) to ambiguous (e.g., the story of the piece, overall mood, or

client personality). In many situations, artists also used this informa-

tion to determine whether the client relationship would work. For

all cases, targets were communicated through text/language, either

with textual inputs or verbal meetings. We found that some artists

also use artifact instances such as references and sketches. References

were usually visual materials that would be used as models of a

piece (e.g., a photo of a subject). Artists would provide their own

past works to clients as references or ask clients to provide their

own references. From these, the artist would try to understand what

the client wanted. The guidelines for interacting with clients also

suggested creating collections of references (e.g., through a mood

board). None of our collected questionnaires asked for sketches from

clients, suggesting that the artist would create these. This may also

be in recognition (or perception) that the clients are unlikely to

have the requisite skills.

The idea of finding balance in keeping an artist’s own style while

allowing clients to choose limited aspects to control was prominent

in the guideline materials. In practice, this was approached in a

number of ways. For example, some artists explicitly ask clients to

choose references from the artists’ collection work. This managed

the client’s expectations and constrained them to things the artist

could or would produce. Some guides mentioned that using only

verbal descriptions would confuse communication as they can be

interpreted in many different ways. Notably, the broader idea of

‘management’ manifested in other pieces of advice. For example,

advice sites suggested avoiding clients who would micromanage.

The advice also included the management of expectations by peri-

odically updating the client so that they can track the progress and

give feedback. Clearly, the need to establish and maintain bound-

aries on what will not be done (i.e. what is ‘outside the fence’) is

as important as what will be produced and how. We include the

coded results for the questionnaire and guideline documents in the

supplementary material.

3.2 Design Goals

As our core interest was to build a communicative medium between

the artist and the client, themost applicable findings were on the use

of textual/verbal means and artifact examples as boundary objects.

Based on our analysis and previous work, we identify challenges

and design goals to support the use of boundary objects in art

commissions. We emphasize that art commissioning is a complex

process and that there are other aspects to consider in addition to

facilitating the use of boundary objects. The need to periodically

update clients on progress is one example. These are outside the

scope of our current prototype, but we discuss them as potential

future work in Section 7.4.

First, in artistic domains, boundary objects can be highly am-

biguous and interpreted in diverse ways when a single modality is

used. Our analysis revealed this limitation in verbal descriptions

(e.g., ‘what does it mean when they paint with a rough brush?’) [14,

83]. Artifact instances would complement verbal descriptions (e.g.,

‘here’s an example of what I mean by rough brush’). However,

using instances without text could bring in a similar ambiguity

problem [27] (e.g., ‘did they like the color or brush technique of

this piece?’). Hence, textual descriptions and artifact instances
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Table 1: Preliminary analysis results. Q stands for questionnaires and G stands for guidelines. The number in the parenthesis

indicates how many questionnaires and guidelines are analyzed.

Code Q (22) G (27) Examples

Target
Specify subject 68.2% 85.2% things to be drawn, story, mood, personality

Specify style 90.9% 55.6% color, material, form

Means

Use text/language 100.0% 100.0% textual inputs in questionnaires, conversation

Use references 45.5% 59.3% photo of subjects to be drawn, or any references that can be relevant

Use sketches N/A 51.9% early sketch before the full development of the art piece

Approaches

Consider the artist’s

own style

31.8% 74.1% choose preferred arts from the artist’s previous works, the client does not

dictate

Language-only descrip-

tions do not help

N/A 7.4% verbal descriptions can be interpreted in diverse ways

Periodic updates N/A 63.0% updating the client after a certain process and getting feedback

should be scoped and connected as necessary (D1). We empha-

size the as necessary part of this design goal, as the tool does not

have to provide a translation dictionary or mental model mapping

more than the artist or client need to specify the commission. Over-

specification of boundary objects can narrow the artist’s creative

freedom and prevent the client from pleasant surprises in the com-

mission’s results (if they want them) [14].

Our second observation is that while having instances of artifacts

(reference and sketches) is great to explain one’s artistic intention,

acquiring them is often costly. For example, searching for an artifact

that explains the artist’s and the client’s unique concept can be

challenging with generic search tools that do not understand their

language. Similarly, creating legible or useful sketches may be hard

without visual art expertise. While creating a sketch close to the

artist’s style would facilitate communication, that would be even

more difficult for non-expert clients. To facilitate communication

in commissions, references and sketches should be collected

and created with low expertise and effort while considering

the preferred styles and languages of the artist and the client

(D2).

4 COMMISSION COMMUNICATION WITH
ARTINTER

Motivated by our design goals, we built Artinter (Figure 2). Artinter

is designed to support art commission communication by grounding

and expanding the use of boundary objects. Artinter is composed

of two parts, a mood board on the right and a sketch pad on the

left. Within the mood board, users can share artifact instances and

textual concepts. The sketch pad allows users to quickly instan-

tiate new ideas. On the mood board, users can perform concept

building (Figure 1-2), collaboratively grounding textual concepts by

grouping, linking, and labeling artifact instances with concepts (D1).

Using these defined concepts, Artinter also allows users to perform

artifact expansion through two functions: searching references with

concepts as handles or generating sketches by combining concepts

and existing artifacts (D2, Figure 1-4). We designed search and

generation to be centered around user-defined concepts to align

these supports with human communication. To better explain the

features of Artinter, we describe the system with an interaction

between Juno, an oil painter, and Louis, a client. These personas

are derived from our preliminary study and enable us to capture

how Artinter would help the art commission processes.

4.1 Set-up

Louis wants a piece that expresses the idea of łisolationž in Juno’s

style. While he likes Juno’s style, he doesn’t yet know how his idea

can be represented. Similarly, Juno thinks the theme of isolation

may manifest in her recent winter landscapes that utilize what she

thinks of as ‘rough brushing.’ However, Juno does not necessarily

know if Louis’ idea of isolation aligns with her’s or if Louis will

understand her use of certain technical terms. Louis and Juno de-

cided to use Artinter synchronously in a remote meeting session to

help them arrive at an agreement (or ‘contract’) on what artifact

Juno will create. They feel that Artinter is appropriate as it supports

discussions about style-specific factors in visual arts (e.g., colors,

textures, patterns, etc.). These are more ambiguous and difficult to

communicate than other factors like forms or subjects.

4.2 Concept Building (D1)

Juno and Louis first use Artinter to become ‘mutually intelligible’

both about the language each uses but also about their scope of

interests. It is necessary to reduce ambiguity in communication

and identify the boundary of what each other would be interested

in. For this, Juno can load examples of her artwork into Artinter.

She organizes them according to her own classifications by moving

and grouping them visually on the mood board. For example, many

of Juno’s recent pieces have a distinctive brushing technique. She

can select images with this rough texture and click the create a

concept button to create a group with the name of łrough brushž

(Figure 3a). A colored box will visually surround images fitting

the label (the text of the concept’s name is also be displayed). The

design of this concept-building interaction is partially inspired by

card sorting [88], where people group pieces of information into

categories.

After creating the group, Juno realizes that Louis is still unclear

about what an alternative to the łrough brushž style might look like.

She starts to think that other concepts can be semantically related

to łrough brush.ž She imagines that an antonym, such as the łflat

texturež of watercolors, might better clarify the concept for Louis

and makes a group for that concept. She also adds a few concepts
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Figure 2: Artinter interface. Artinter is composed of a sketch pad (a) and a mood board (b). On the sketch pad, users can do

raster image editing, such as brushing, erasing, or lassoing (a-1). Users also can copy-paste images on the mood board onto

the sketch pad. With layers, users can add, remove, reorder, and hide them (a-3). On the mood board, users can add art images,

texts, and color swatches (b-1). Note that color swatches are considered similar to art images except that they have a single

color and the color is selectable. With art images or color swatches, users can define concepts (b-2). On the sketch pad, the user

can also combine styles of images on the mood board and apply them to one of the layers (a-2, 4, 5, and 6). The example result

of the style mix is presented in a-5. On the mood board, users can collaboratively search or generate artifact instances with

concepts defined by themselves (b-3). They can also know who is online on the boards (c). The user can also expand a certain

panel if they want to focus on working on one (d). The current image on the sketch pad can be moved to the mood board (e).

for adjacent oil painting styles (e.g., other brush techniques) that

are closely relevant to the rough brush concept. To indicate the

relation between these, Juno can visually connect concepts. This

serves two purposes: (1) it contrasts and highlights a concept’s

meaning in relation to other concepts for the human participants;

(2) it further trains Artinter to be more accurate by contrasting

relevant concepts to each other. When Juno selects the concept of

łrough brush,ž ‘connector buttons’ will appear on other concept

groups (Figure 3b). When the concepts are not yet ‘related,’ an

r button shows up, which (r)elates (i.e., connects) them. If they

are already connected, a u button appears, which (u)nrelates (i.e.,

disconnects) concepts. When two concepts are connected, they are

visually linked by a line and have the same background color.

As Juno defines concepts with example references, Artinter

learns to recognize patterns. Internally, Artinter creates vector

representations for images and concepts. It uses two types of repre-

sentations, one for recognition and search (type 1), and another for

the generation function (type 2). Type 1 requires a low number of

dimensions (for quick search), while type 2 requires a high num-

ber of dimensions (to model style differences). For low-dimension

representations (type 1), Artinter takes intermediate layers of a

VGG19 encoder [86], which are relevant to style elements in visual

arts [28] (Figure 4). Then, Artinter takes the gram matrix of each

layer to flatten and concatenate them. Because this vector tends

to be huge (610304 dimensions), Artinter reduces them to 300 di-

mensions by training a PCA algorithm. For the artwork dataset

used in PCA training, we used the WikiArt dataset [95]. With this

representation, Artinter trains a linear classifier for each concept,

with negative examples coming from 20 randomly sampled art im-

ages in the WikiArt dataset [95]. When more than one concept is

related, instead of having multiple classifiers for different concepts,

Artinter trains a single classifier with multiple classes. Learning

with multiple concepts allows Artinter to contrast different con-

cepts and accurately learn them. Critically, this concept-relating

function also impacts the performance of the search. We report on

the performance of this recognition pipeline in Appendix A.1 and
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Figure 3: Building and updating concepts in Artinter. a) A user can create a concept by clicking the create a concept button

and inputting a textual name for the concept. b) While a user has selected a concept, the user can relate the concept to other

ones by clickingR buttons showing up on other concepts (left). The user can also ‘unrelate’ already related concepts by clicking

U buttons on concepts connected to the selected concept (right). c) The user can add a selected image (bottom-right) to a concept

that does not have the image by clicking + button (left). It also can be removed from a concept that already includes the image

by clicking - button (right).

Figure 4: Pipeline for acquiring vector representation for

recognition and search function.

specific examples in Appendix B. We return to the details of the

sketch generation vectors below.

Figure 5: Iterative process of updating concepts in Artinter.

As Juno or Louis add new images, Artinter labels the examples

added to the board based on how Artinter modeled these concepts.

A potential side effect is that we can help users understand how

Artinter learned concepts and if it matches the way users think

about those concepts. Using this feature, Louis clicks on the ‘rough’

concept and observes how Artinter annotates all the images on

the board. Artinter shows a small circle label on each image which

indicates that Artinter recognizes the concept from the image (red

boxes in Figure 5). The size of the circle encodes the confidence

of the algorithm that the image relates to the concept. If Artinter

does not recognize the concept in an image, it does not show the

circle. Louis can also see labels for each image by selecting an image

and placing a mouse over it. As Louis learns the concept and how

Artinter learned them, he can start to collaborate with Juno on

including other adequate examples into the concept. This could

broaden or narrow the concept’s scope (based on Juno and Louis’

discussions) but can also serve to improve Artinter’s learning of

the concept. With examples added or removed from the concept,

Artinter updates its model by retraining the classifier (Figure 5).

After retraining, Artinter creates updated labels for images on the

board. Such a model update also happens when Louis and Juno

(un)relate concepts. Note that each iteration occurs within a few

seconds, allowing interactive use of Artinter.

4.3 Artifact Expansion (D2)

Louis begins to study Juno’s concepts and begins to understand the

core style elements that comprise Juno’s artwork. While ponder-

ing how łisolationž could be expressed with Juno’s style elements,

Louis thinks that the artwork may need to have characteristics a

bit different from Juno’s style. He likes Juno’s rough brush style,

but he thinks isolation is better captured through a more abstract

image, something potentially articulated by an even more extreme

form of rough brushing. Juno is open to this idea. For this, Louis

and Juno decide to use the artifact expansion functionsÐsearch

and generationÐto acquire images and sketches. In Artinter, Louis

and Juno can tie this process closely with the communication con-

text, as they can use shared concepts and artifacts as the means

for expansion (e.g., generate a piece that has the artist’s concept

of a gloomy winter, empty winter landscape while having rougher

brush texture than the artist’sž). Using concepts and artifacts, Louis

and Juno can either extrapolate (e.g., find examples with rougher

brushes than what Juno has) or interpolate (e.g., mixing references

from Louis and previous work from Juno) from existing artifacts.

The newly found examples would be relevant to Juno’s unique style

while expanding to what Louis is interested inÐclearly drawing

the boundary of their agreed scope.

4.3.1 Search with Concepts. Juno and Louis decided to collabo-

ratively search for additional references (Figure 2b-3). They first
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Figure 6: Concept controls for search and generation func-

tion.

set the query image, which is the starting point of the search (the

first column in Figure 2b-3). For instance, they can select Juno’s

artwork that is considered the most similar to what Louis wants.

They can łsearch with conceptsž as the search interface shows each

defined concept as the search control slider with each end indicat-

ing less and more (Figure 6a). This control allows users to decide

how much more (or less) the concept needs to be considered in the

search compared to the query image. For instance, to find references

with a texture that is flatter than that of Juno’s works, Louis can

set the slider value for łflatž higher. Sliders for related concepts

are in the same partitioned area (e.g., łflatž and łrough brushž in

Figure 6). For added emphasis, each slider shows color gradients,

indicating whether the results will be similar or different from the

query image. This visualization can help estimate what kind of

results are likely to come back. Yellow indicates that more similar

images will be retrieved, while blue signals that the output will

be very different. With multiple concepts, when one slider value

changes, other sliders update their gradient colors, as different sets

of images will be searched. Louis and Juno can obtain their search

results by clicking on the run search button (top-left of the third

column of Figure 2b-3). As they find applicable results, they can add

them to the mood board for further discussion (+ button in the third

column of Figure 2b-3). Juno and Louis can also search for images

similar to the query image or random ones (top-right of Figure 2b-3).

While we focus on image-driven search, Artinter can be designed

to support additional search interfaces (e.g., keyword-driven).

Our concept-based search pipeline is similar to the approach

of Cai et al. [10]. While Artinter learns a concept, it calculates a

concept activation vector (CAV) [38], which represents the direc-

tional vector of the concept in the ML representation space. When

a search is run, Artinter embeds the query image into the vector

representation and Artinter adds the CAV of each concept with

weights from sliders. From the calculated vector, Artinter retrieves

the nearest neighbors from external datasets (e.g., the WikiArt

dataset in the current prototype). A technical evaluation of this

search functionality is in Appendix A.2.

4.3.2 Generation by Combining Concepts or Artifacts. With new

examples obtained from the search, Juno more clearly understands

what Louis wants. However, Juno and Louis are not yet confident

that the idea will work in Juno’s style. To test this, Juno can use

Artinter’s generation function to mix her styles with those of found

references (Figure 2a-2, 4, 5, and 6). This function gives a quick

Figure 7: Impact of scale and weight parameters in sketch

generation function on a sketch pad.

preview of a piece without full-fledged creation, helping Louis and

Juno more easily agree on which direction they will pursue.

Artinter allows generation in twomodes: the first is on the sketch

pad (Figure 2a-2, 4, 5, and 6). With the łstyle-stampž function, Louis

and Juno can first define the łcontentžśthe area of the sketch pad

layer to apply the style mix. They can do this by drawing the area on

the sketch pad (e.g., a small area of the image as shown in Figure 2a-

4). Alternatively, they can click the all button to choose all areas

with image content in the layer. The selected area will appear in

the first column of the style configuration panel (Figure 2a-6). For

łstyles,ž Louis and Juno can select images or concepts from the

mood board. They can select one or more. If a concept, rather than

an image, is chosen, all images under the concept will be selected.

Artinter shows chosen images in the second column of the style

configuration panel (Figure 2a-6). For each style and content, Louis

and Juno can control two parameters: (1) weight, how much weight

a specific style will be given when mixing styles; and (2) scale, how

large or small the dimensions of style images will be. The image

with the chosen scale is shown in the interface to help users estimate

how large the style image dimensions will be. Figure 7 shows how

these parameters impact generation, and more cases are included

in Appendix C. Louis and Juno can also crop a part of a style image

to use only the part as the style. The process of generating style

mix with the style-stamp is not synchronized between users to

minimize interference from actions of multiple users (e.g., avoid

two users simultaneously manipulating the same layer). Artinter

shows only the generated results (Figure 2a-5) to all users.

The second mode of generation occurs on the mood board. This

mode is for quick style combination with simpler controls, instead

of giving all fine-grained controls. This mode is collaborative, with

synchronized control manipulations between users. This function

can be used in the collaborative search panel (Figure 2b-3) by click-

ing the generate tab on the top of the second column. The genera-

tion controls would appear in the second column (Figure 6b). For

simplicity, Louis and Juno can only control weights for concepts,

but not other aspects like scale and cropped areas. The query image

serves as the content, and users can also assign a weight to the

query image (Selected Image in Figure 6b). When the user clicks the
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run generation button (which replaces the run search button

in Figure 2b-3), Artinter generates the image with the mix of styles

in the third column.

A style transfer algorithm, SANet [67], powers the generation.

For this, Artinter used vector representations based on VGG19 [86].

The mix of styles is done by linearly interpolating styles with

weights. The style scaling is achieved by scaling the input images

according to the user-defined ratio and then getting the center crop

of each style image with the smallest dimension of all style images.

To łlearnž the styles of concepts for the generation function on

the mood board, we averaged all style representations of images in

the concept. We chose this approach as we designed generation to

be the interpolation function. As we use an existing style transfer

algorithm, we refer the interested reader to a technical evaluation

in the original work [67].

After iterating, Juno and Louis conclude that the idea will work.

The revised mood board now acts as a specification of the desired

work. It includes textual notes, references, and examples that sup-

port Juno as she starts to work on her physical canvas.

4.4 Implementation

Artinter1 is implemented as a web application, using HTML, CSS,

and Javascript. We used React as a front-end framework and Feath-

ers as a back-end framework. The Feathers library2 enabled real-

time synchronization of user interactions. We had a separate server

to handle machine learning calculations, implemented with Python

and Flask. For the CAV model, we modified the Tensorflow-based

TCAV code3. For the style transfer algorithm, we revised the SANet

code4 implemented in PyTorch.

5 STUDY 1: SUPPORT OF DESIGN GOALS

In addition to the low-level evaluation of Artinter (see the Appen-

dices), we performed two user studies. With the first, our goal was

to learn how Artinter supports clients and artists with the two de-

sign goals identified in Section 3. Specifically, we focus on how the

core features of Artinterśconcept building and artifact expansionś

achieve these goals in synchronous and iterative communication

settings. To answer this question, we conducted an observational

study with a follow-up interview.

5.1 Participants

We conducted the study with six artist-client pairs. We recruited

artists with experience in commissions through Upwork and social

media advertisements. The artists (two females and four males, ages

19-36, M=27.5, SD=6.4) had one to 11 years of experience in visual

arts (M=6.5, SD=3.7). Five artists had more than ten commission

experiences, while one had four commissions. Their styles fell into

two main types: abstract art (3) and illustration (3). We recruited

clients through university mailing lists. Of the clients (five female

and one male, ages 26-56, M=39.7, SD=12.8), two had prior com-

missioning experience. We compensated each artist $82 and each

1https://github.com/johnr0/Artinter
2https://feathersjs.com/
3https://github.com/tensorflow/tcav
4https://github.com/GlebBrykin/SANET

client $25. Below, we code sessions as S1 to S6, artists as A1 to A6,

and clients as C1 to C6.

5.2 Procedure

We designed our study to simulate the initial commission meet-

ing. We matched artists and clients based on time availability.

Specifically, as the artists and clients are recruited sequentially,

we matched them as soon as there are unmatched participants

with shared time availability. However, if the client did not like the

artist’s style, we switched them with another artist. This reduced

the chance that the client would not be engaged in the process. We

asked participants to watch a tutorial video and try Artinter individ-

ually before the scheduled session to familiarize themselves with

the tool. To minimize the interference of this pre-session access to

the study, they were not allowed to interact with other people with

the tool.

We invited the artist and the client to a remote art commission

meeting. We conducted and recorded the meeting on Zoom. We

first reminded participants about the main features of the tool and

how they can use those features. During the session, we first asked

the artist to build a board by defining the core concepts of their art.

We guided them by prompting them to add concepts that can 1)

distinguish their artwork from other people’s (i.e., artist’s unique

characteristics) or 2) characterize differences within their artwork

set (i.e., different concepts within the spectrum of the artist’s style).

We also asked the artist to verbally explain concepts to the client

so that they could build shared languages.

After building the mood board, we asked the client and the artist

to discuss which artwork the client wanted the artist to work on.

We mentioned that their specific goal is to bring up artwork specs

that can satisfy the client. Constraining the task, we asked them

to focus the discussion on visual styles. After the client and artist

agreed on what to create (constrained to a maximum of 35 minutes),

we asked them to do a survey and an interview on how they used

the features of Artinter.

5.3 Results

Our findings are based on an analysis of survey results, video record-

ings, and interview data. For qualitative data, one author performed

iterative coding with inductive analysis, and the other author re-

viewed them (similarly to the approach used in Section 3). We focus

on identifying how the functions of Artinter support the design

goals of Section 3. In addition to relating to design goals, we also

report diverse usage patterns and potential limitations of Artin-

ter. Where we add counts to qualitative findings or observations,

these indicate the number of sessions where a similar behavior was

observed.

5.3.1 Survey Result. For the survey (Figure 8), artists and clients

were asked different sets of questions aboutwhether Artinter helped

users 1) communicate artistic ideas generally (Q1s, Q2s); 2) have

shared languages (Q3s); 3) search references (Q4s); 4) generate

examples (Q5s); and 5) consider the artist’s style (Q6s, Q7s). The

participants’ perception was overall positive. The overall positive

responses for Q3-7s indicate that most of the participants perceived

that Artinter supports its design goals. In the later sections, we

present how Artinter could support those design goals. Only one
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Survey results - artists

Survey results - clients

Q1. With the help of the tool, I could understand what
the client wants.

Q2. With the help of the tool, I am confident about what
I will create for the client.

Q3. The tool that I used helped me share language I
use with the client.

Q4. With the tool, I could effectively search and use
references to communicate ideas with the client.

Q5. With the style mix generation, I could effectively test
out and communicate ideas.

Q6. With the help of the tool, I felt that my style was
respected enough while communicating artistic ideas.

Q7. The tool gave me search and generation support
according to my style and concept.

0% 25% 50% 75%

Strongly disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

Q1. With the help of the tool, I felt that the artist
understood what I want.

Q2. With the help of the tool, I am confident about what
the artist will create.

Q3. The tool helped me understand the language the
artist uses.

Q4. With the tool, I could effectively search and use
references to communicate ideas with the artist.

Q5. With the style mix-generation, I could effectively test
out and communicate ideas.

Q6. With the help of the tool, I could understand and
respect the artist's style while communicating artistic

ideas.

Q7. The tool gave me search and generation support
according to the artist's style and concept.

0% 25% 50% 75%

Strongly disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

Figure 8: Study 1 survey results.

client participant responded negatively, indicating that they could

not effectively test and communicate ideas with the style-mix gen-

eration feature. We expand on this case in Section 5.3.5.

5.3.2 D1: Concept building. Artinter supports D1 if it can help

participants mutually understand the language they are using in

relation to images. Our survey result broadly support user percep-

tion that this was the case. Additionally, we present qualitative

observations.

Verbal/textual concepts and artifact instances are complemented by

each other with concept building, and participants defined concepts

flexibly during the session. Participants mentioned that concept

building externalizes concepts with example artifacts while ex-

plaining artifacts effectively with concepts (N=5). For example, C2

mentioned that łthe concept of group, the similar pictures together,

is kind of use of a verbal way that translates the picture to a verbal

(concept).ž While we prompted artists to develop concepts about

their artwork, we also observed that some participants worked to

define/concretize client preferences (N=2). For example, session

S2 shows a proactive use of concepts and images by the client

(bottom-left of Figure 9). Moreover, participants grounded their

concepts based on communication contexts, which allowed them

to efficiently convey complex and nuanced concepts. For example,

participants decided on concept names based on the context of the

conversation between the artist and client (N=4). Because of this,

it may be hard for an external viewer to understand the concept’s

visual styles with only the names. For example, in Figure 9, the

Figure 9: Participants defined concepts that can explain the

artists’ styles or clients’ preferences. Participants could also

collaboratively search for references with envisioned style-

wise characteristics by adjusting sliders for user-defined

concepts (łharsh lines,ž łchair,ž and łwoodsž). Artwork un-

der łharsh linesž are by Jesse Hughes (A2), and those under

łchairž and łwoodsž are provided by the C2.

artist and client defined a concept of illumination on a single object.

However, as all the images they used had chairs as the main object,

they named the concept łchair.ž

5.3.3 D2: Artifact Expansion. Given D2, we expected that Artin-

ter would allow users to efficiently search and generate examples

within their communication contexts (e.g., by leveraging terms they

use for communication). This was observed in a number of ways.

User-defined concepts enabled an iterative steerable search. In

search, iteration through the concept-based search control helped

the participants gradually reach references that show what they

want within their communication contexts (N=3). This iteration

allowed users to counteract the unpredictability of AI functions.

For example, in Figure 9, A2 and C2 first searched the image at the

top right. C2 wanted an image with more diverse colors and illumi-

nations on one object but thought that the first image did not have

enough colors due to the łharsh lines.ž Therefore, C2 decreased the

value of łharsh linesž for the next search. At the same time, they

increased the value for łchair,ž as they thought that the ambient tex-

tures of included images would contribute to finding images with

illumination on one object. As a result of the search, they found the

artwork on the bottom right. By comparing the color combinations

between two search results, A2 was able to understand what col-

ors C2 wanted. In a case like this, participants could use concepts

from their communication context (e.g., łchairž) seamlessly in the

search, guiding its usage. Participants stated that the search results

helped them clearly communicate ideas (N=3). Some even inspired

participants (N=2). A3 referred to this as, łstirring the pot.ž

Iteratively controlled generation reveals the participant’s desired

specifications. Participants indicated that generation could capture

the styles in artifacts or concepts, mix them, and apply them to

other images to express their artistic ideas (N=4). Furthermore, the
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Figure 10: Participants iterated on the generation by controlling available parameters and reached the desired one. Participants

built upon intermediate or final generation results by pointing out preferred characteristics or adding sketches (as in the red

circle). Artwork is by Danielle Moses with the client providing the query image.

participants mentioned that they could make more targeted ad-

justments with controls such as weights, scales, and crop areas (N

= 3). These controls allowed them to find łgood in-between of the

different thingsž that łwent in line with what the user was thinkingž

(A2). Similarly to search, participants used these controls iteratively

to gradually reach a generative configuration that can effectively

show their artistic intentions and simultaneously countering unpre-

dictable AI behaviors. Furthermore, we observed that the differences

between the iteratively generated results could show the user’s de-

sired specifications (N=4). For example, in Figure 10, by iterating

on the weights of each concept for generation, the artist and the

client could reach a result close to what they envisioned. By com-

paring results generated within iterations, participants could realize

how much definite contour and colorfulness the client participant

wanted. Participants also noted that the generated results could

inspire them (N=2).

Generated results served as a łstarting pointž for further discussion.

In all sessions, participants verbally communicated about generated

results or built upon them (e.g., by adding sketches). They used

this approach to explain the details not presented in the generated

results. For example, in the rightmost image of Figure 10, the artist

sketched on the generated result to convey that they will draw

outlines to separate areas.

The generation function can increase the efficiency in communi-

cating and exploring ideas. Usually, coming up with a sketch takes

time and effort, making the exploration of diverse options difficult.

As the generation function reduces the cost of experimenting with

ideas to a few clicks, participants anticipate trying more ideas and

investing more time in stages other than ideation or communication

(N=3). For example, A2 mentioned: łIf I was a painter and was doing

something (a high-fidelity sketch) in this style, I would probably still

take a week from there, but getting to that point without me having

to spend five hours, it’s like I’m throwing things with a pencil. . . that’s

a minute. You can’t really do better than that.ž

The generation function lowered the social barrier in expressing

preferences on the artist’s style. In one interesting session (S3), when

the generated art mimicked the artist’s style but was not by the

artist, the client found it easier to express their preferences. C3

noted: łIt’s easier . . . to criticize the work of generated art than saying,

‘Hey A3, the piece number X that is in front of you, that’s terrible.

And piece Y is great!ž’

Artists have different perceptions about the generation function

łmimickingž the artist’s style.A3mentioned that theywere ‘scared’ of

the generation function, as the algorithm accurately mimicked A3’s

style. It could have been relevant to their fear that AI technologies

would replace them. On the other hand, A2 was more comfortable

with this process and mentioned that even human artists mimic

each other and get inspiration from others: łEven if you could have

the most unique art style in the world, but you still looked at things

and had thoughts about things, and that influenced what you do

in some way.ž A2 also perceived the generation function more as

part of the tool under the user’s control. We discuss further the

implications of this in Section 7.3.

5.3.4 Diverse usage patterns of Artinter. Participants used Artinter

in different ways, showing that their goals and processes can vary.

Clients engaged in discussion to different degrees. In most cases,

the artist took more control of the tool than the clients. We observed

artists made most of the suggestions with Artinter and that clients

mainly gave feedback (N = 4). However, when clients wanted to

realize a specific style, they expressed their opinions more strongly,

even participating in the search or generating artifacts (N=2). For

example, in Figure 9, C2 actively added references that show their

preference and expressed their opinions while choosing search

parameters (e.g., adding ‘chair’ in the iteration of the search). C6

thought that Artinter helped with more engagement, allowing łnot

just communication, but almost collaboration.ž

Artists varied in how frequently they used the search function. If

the artist was open to trying different styles or the client’s desired

style that is different from the artist’s, they tended to use the search

function more actively (S2). When the artist did not use the search

function (S1), they indicated that this was because they already had

well-defined styles. These differences in how much artists would
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Figure 11: The case of the user’s mental model not aligning

with the AI’s result. A5 expected the generation function to

apply uniformly flat coloring as the style image, but the re-

sult showed a bit of a mix of colors in the background and

other parts of the image. The image on the Content is by

Rory Lucey (A5).

want to diverge from their style indicate that flexibility in the tool

should be warranted.

5.3.5 Limitations of Artinter. The generation function on the sketch

pad was not collaborative enough. While we strove to implement

collaborative features that would support simultaneous work, these

features were still limited. For example, the sketchpad did not show

how the counterpart is using the generation function in real time.

For cases where the client and the artist wanted to discuss how to

use the generation on the sketch pad side, it could be a limitation

(S2, whose client’s response to Q6 in the survey of Figure 8 was

negative). We believe that we can alleviate this in future versions

of Artinter by sharing the use of generation on the sketch pad.

The user’s mental model of how generation works might not match

how it actually functions. A5 mentioned that the generation func-

tion did not behave as they had assumed. For example, in Figure 11,

A5 wanted the generated result to have uniformly flat coloring

in each area of the drawing, but Artinter mixed the colors with

gradients. To avoid unexpected results, A5 suggested that demon-

strations, explanations, or even more controls could help them

better understand and manipulate the generation function. Addi-

tional scaffolding (training, tutorials, streamlined interfaces) may

address this concern.

An infrequently used feature. In three sessions, participants did

not relate concepts together, which could result in suboptimal ap-

plication of recognition and search. Participants might have simply

forgotten about the function due to the complexity of learning

the tool or may not have found the relating concepts natural. A

mixed-initiative approach may help here, such as Artinter suggest-

ing concept relationships. It would serve to both bootstrap this kind

of annotation and remind users of this feature.

6 STUDY 2: USAGE PATTERNS

Study 1 identified diverse usage patterns and limitations. Because

there were three ‘agents’ at workśthe artist, client, and AIśit was

difficult to specifically isolate the human-AI interactions. To better

understand the dynamics of interaction (and limits of Artinter), we

conducted a second study. In study 2, we qualitatively examined

the use of Artinter compared to a baseline tool that did not support

concept-building or artifact expansion.

6.1 Participants

From university mailing lists, we recruited 20 participants (eight

female, 11 male, and one gender variant/non-conforming, ages 19-

33, M=23.2, SD=4.0). While we were not specifically looking to find

artists to participate, a number of participants had experience in

visual arts. Nine participants had some prior experience asking for

or commissioned artwork from an artist or designer. This recruit-

ment approach was motivated by our goal of understanding how

users with different backgrounds could utilize Artinter and our AI

features. This approach allowed us to collect data across a spectrum

of users and allowed us to test the usability of specific features.

However, this population may not be representative of the usage

patterns of professional artists or real-world clients. Future work

may build on these results to identify more specific usage patterns.

We compensated participants with a gift card worth $20. We code

participants as P1 to P20 in the later part of this paper.

6.2 Procedure

We conducted an observational study with two conditions: 1) Artin-

ter ; and 2) Baseline, a version of the tool with sketchpad and mood

board but without AI features. To focus on studying the dynamics

between each user and AI functions, Study 2 was conducted as an

asynchronous individual exercise. Specifically, we gave participants

a ‘target’ art piece with the task of creating a mood board that

describes/explains the target to someone else. This partially models

a situation where a client might have a strong vision in mind when

commissioning a piece.

We constructed target images synthetically. We chose this ap-

proach because participants could easily explain existing art pieces

by stating the name of the art piece or the artist (e.g., łrecreate Van

Gogh’s Starry Nightž). We synthesized the images with SANet [67]

by combining realistic photos as content and sampled artwork as

styles (e.g., a photograph of a street market mixed with the painted

style of a specific artist). For style images, we selected five random

artists from the WikiArt dataset and sampled two works from each

artist. It allowed us to generate multiple possible targets. The art

pieces sampled were all 2D paintings in physical mediums, such as

oil paintings.

We conducted the study over Zoom. After a brief overview of

the study, participants went through two sessionsÐArtinter and

Baseline conditionsÐwhich were randomized in order. For each ses-

sion, participants watched tutorial videos of the tool. Videos were

split into each group of functions (e.g., a video for search functions).

After each video, we asked participants to try the functions intro-

duced in the video. We presented the video segments describing AI

functions immediately before they did the Artinter session.

Because the system has many features, the training took about

40 minutes in total. Once completed, participants were given the

target art piece and asked to build the mood board. We told them

that the mood board should act as a ‘specification’ of the target

to an artist. We also mentioned that they could not use the target

art piece on the board or as input to functions (e.g., they were not

allowed to use the target art image as a query for the search fea-

ture). In both conditions, participants were allowed to use Google

Search to find an initial set of reference images. Participants had a
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Figure 12: Creativity Support Index results. *, **, and *** in-

dicate significant difference with 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑝 < 0.01, 𝑝 < 0.005,

respectively. The error bar indicates the standard deviation.

maximum of 20 minutes to build a mood board. After each condi-

tion, we asked participants to complete a Creativity Support Index

survey [12]. The survey attempts to measure how well the tool

supports creative activity on a scale of 0 to 10. After participants

finished both sessions, we conducted a short semi-structured inter-

view with them. We asked questions about their experience with

the tool and how their strategies varied in two conditions. In to-

tal, the study took approximately 100 minutes. These studies were

recorded and transcribed.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Creativity Support Index Results. We found that participants

perceived Artinter to be more effective in performing tasks than

Baseline (Figure 12). Specifically, when testedwith theMann-Whitney

U test, Artinter was perceived to be more collaborative (𝑝 < 0.05),

enjoyable (𝑝 < 0.005), explorable (𝑝 < 0.005), expressive (𝑝 < 0.05),

immersive (𝑝 < 0.05), and worth putting effort into (𝑝 < 0.01).

6.3.2 Qualitative Results. We present qualitative analysis results

that show specific usage patterns and limitations of Artinter in our

study design. One author conducted iterative coding with inductive

analysis on video recordings and interview data and the other

author reviewed generated codes. Note that for these results, we

focus on reporting those that either expand on insights from the

first study or were not previously described.

Concept building-based functions require a steep learning curve

and some user efforts. In many cases, concept-building helped par-

ticipants define concepts related to the target while conveying their

perception of concepts to Artinter (N=18). However, how Artinter

learns concepts did not necessarily match the mental model of all

participants (N = 2). For example, there was one case where the

participant did not understand the concept-building mechanism at

the start of the study (P2). Artinter considers overlapping visual

characteristics of images in a concept group as what the concept

represents. However, P2 understood that Artinter would pick dif-

ferent aspects of each image and mix them to form a single concept.

Due to this misunderstanding, P2 had two images with very dif-

ferent characteristics in a concept and expected the AI to combine

the texture of one and the color of the other as the concept. One

participant (P11) also mentioned that the tool did not allow them

to teach as they wanted. P11 noted that some concepts, such as the

roughness of textures, are better specified with the spectrum but

not with the discrete categories. Such a disagreement between user

expectations and tool design could lead to friction when using the

system.

Moreover, concept building required additional effort from the

users. As we identified in the first study, the search function per-

forms best with concepts being connected in the interface. Among

20 participants, only eight participants made connections between

concepts with the łRelatež function. Among those who made con-

nections, only three made connections between meaningfully rele-

vant concepts (e.g., warm colors and cool colors). Others connected

concepts that were not necessarily relevant (e.g., łblurryž and łdull

color,ž which are not on the same dimensions). Furthermore, our

study design puts more work on participants using Artinter. Un-

like the first study, which resembles a realistic commission setting

where the users would have the artist’s works as initial inputs, our

study setting does not have initial examples, requiring participants

to collect examples by themselves. This can complicate the experi-

ence if the concepts that the users are to discuss do not exist with

any of the user’s initial set of references. With more effort and a

steeper learning curve to use the system, Artinter could have shown

only a small benefit compared to the baseline condition.

The generation function was useful to mix artifact instances and

concepts, increasing the ability to express intents. This feature was

perceived positively, as participants could bring up a new artifact

close to the target by mixing different concepts and images (N=14).

Participants also mentioned that generation allowed them to do

more than what they could do in the Baseline tool, as they could

flexibly łcreatež an image to express the visual characteristics of

the target art (N=6). The participants thought that this extended

ability helped them accurately describe their artistic intentions.

Another specific opportunity we also observed in the first study

was that users tend to iterate on generation by changing parameters

and mixing references (N=12). These generation results gradually

reaching towards target arts could be helpful in conveying the

user’s intentionsmore clearly. Specifically, the delta in style changes

between iterations could help denote which characteristics the user

wants to express. However, when using generation, some users

tend to focus on replicating the limited aspects (N=3). For example,

users can be inaccurate with the color of generated results, while

more closely replicating the texture of the target. It is difficult to

isolate the specific reason for this in the current studyÐlack of

time, first-time use of a complex tool, or technical limitations in

separating style elements as the user wanted. An example of the

latter problem occurred with example images under the concept

‘flat.’ In this case, the images also happened to be ‘red.’ When asking

for flat images later, the red concept ‘bled’ into the results.

Participants were very different in how they used generation.

Ten participants generated images by mixing different individual

art pieces while five mixed concepts. Interestingly, two participants

created their own łstyle patchž on the sketch pad and used that as

one of the style images used in the generation. Three participants

did not use generated images due to unsatisfactory results or lack of
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time. Among those who generated images, six used a single łfinalž

generated piece to indicate all aspects of the target image, while

eleven others used generated images to denote partial aspects of

the target image (e.g., only for textures).

7 DISCUSSION

Artinter is the first prototype to support the commissioning process.

From our user studies, we showed opportunities and limitations in

using AI functions to support art commission communications. We

discuss 1) mechanisms to ground concepts, 2) iteration as a means

to communicate artistic ideas, 3) tensions in learning the artist’s

styles, and 4) AI-CSTs for unbalanced collaborative contexts.

7.1 Mechanisms to Ground Concepts

One challenge in concept building was that users tended to have

varying expectations of how AI function learns boundary objects,

sometimes disagreeing with how the AI actually learns. We iden-

tified two patterns: one where the user did not yet have a good

mental model of how to do concept building; and the other due

to limitations of the tool in expressing concepts. For example, the

user who assumed that the concept building would mix styles of

different grouped images would be the first case, as they could not

understand that a single concept should have art pieces with shared

styles. Limitations to express ordinal or continuous dimensions

with Artinter would be the example for the second case.

Based on these issues, we propose two future approaches. When

users struggle to understand how the AI learns, the tool can better

guide users (e.g., providing more examples). On the other hand,

when the tool has limited expressiveness in concept grounding, we

can design interactions with more flexibility. This would require

improvements in both interactions and algorithms. Flexible prompt-

based approaches can be a potential direction. For example, similar

to how we can flexibly prompt language models to serve a wide

range of tasks [9, 74, 76], we would be able to allow users to specify

concepts by mixing visual art examples and natural language de-

scriptions (e.g., ‘overall brush stroke direction should be similar to

the first piece but the level of roughness is somewhere between the

first and the second pieces’) [26]. However, there may be potential

problems with this approach. While the user will be less limited in

what they can input, the model might produce more unsatisfactory

results. Moreover, with more flexibility in grounding concepts, the

machine’s mechanism can be more opaque to the end-user [76].

Without addressing these challenges, more flexibility would not

necessarily facilitate concept building.

Another challenge in building concepts was that users often did

not relate relevant concepts even when doing so would result in

more accurate recognition and search. Mixed-initiative approaches

could potentially facilitate the use of this feature. Creating relations

between all concepts can be a simple option. However, this may not

result in optimal use, as relating too many concepts can degrade

system performance (Appendix A). A better approach would be

to consider the names of user-defined concepts and identify po-

tentially relevant concepts from them. While such an approach

would be possible, it would still have limitations. For example, in

our studies, users sometimes decide on the concept name based on

the łcommunication context,ž but not on visual attributes of the

concept (e.g., recall the tag łchairž was used for a concept of ‘lights

illuminating a single object,’ as the example images tended to fea-

ture a chair). In these cases, intelligent relation-building functions

might fail to identify concepts that the user thinks as relevant. As

with most automated features, concept-connecting would likely

require a design that includes mixed-initiative interactions.

As Artinter learns concepts, the user will need to understand

how it learned them. We expected that users would leverage Art-

inter’s recognition results to understand it. However, in our study,

participants rarely mentioned recognition and instead seemed to

rely on search/generation results (similar to people drawing refer-

ences to indicate how they understand concepts). This could be due

to the complexity of the tool or a learning curve issue (e.g., users

may not even remember certain features exist). A relevant future

direction can be streamlining the use of the tool with a simplified

interface and running a study on each function to investigate their

specific utility and usability.

7.2 Iteration for Artistic Communication

From Study 1 and 2, we found that iteration can be a key to counter

unpredictability and complexity of AI functions. We could also see

that the intermediate results produced from the iterative use of AI

functions could be boundary objects that clearly show the user’s

intentions. Here, comparing intermediate results and recognizing

the delta between results were the core mechanism to reveal what

participants want. For such a mechanism, our generation function

would be more effective than the search, as iterative generation

would only change limited aspects, whereas the search would out-

put far different results, with which the desired delta is difficult

to recognize. However, not all generation algorithms would be

adequate for this purpose. Only generation algorithms that sup-

port iterative and gradual changes would successfully support this

purpose. Future work can potentially redesign Artinter to better

leverage this iterative use of AI functions. For instance, we can

design the system to track the iteratively generated artifacts with

version controls, with visualized paths that the users explored.

7.3 Tension in Generative AI

Participants in our study showed a variety of reactions to Artinter

mimicking the user’s styleÐfrom fear to a complete lack of con-

cern. Artists may have recognized that the generated images are

not good enough to serve as the final artwork. This may be due

to both algorithmic and data reasons. The training dataÐwhich

may be very dissimilar to the artist’s workÐmight be insufficient

to train the AI to realistically simulate an artist’s unique style.

However, as generative algorithms improve, the distribution of

reactions is likely to change. For example, diffusion-based image

generation algorithms can generate high-quality images following

text prompts [75, 78, 80] or even replicating styles and objects in

given example images [26, 79]. These technologies raise questions

about human roles in art-making practice and whether they are

good enough to replace people. For instance, if algorithms are good

enough, why not prompt these algorithms to get the desired digital

arts?

We argue that AI technologies can still extend human capability

instead of replacing people. The key would be to fit the high-quality
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generation results into the human workflow [98]. For example, in

art commissions, even high-quality results might have aspects that

the client or the artist does not like. If users can decompose these

results into smaller elements, they would be able to let AI automate

only a portion of the results while working on other things as they

wish. It would allow users to maintain their sense of ownership of

the piece, as they can work on core aspects by themselves. Ideally,

with this support, users should be able to introduce things that are

different from what these algorithms tend to generate. We believe

such an approach to be an interesting and important area for future

work. Simply expecting artists to accept broad automationÐeven

if the goal is to help them ‘prototype’ an artistic pieceÐwill likely

encounter resistance.

While AI technologies can be designed to support artists, there

is still a fear that AI would potentially infringe on the artist’s works.

In part, this may be due to commercial entities recklessly includ-

ing as many image data into the training data. Clearly, it would

be desirable for model builders to collect training datasets more

responsibly and actively involving artists in the process. This is an

advantage of Artinter. The artist can control which of their images

are used and can also provide a perspective on ethical use when

working with the client.

Whether generative artifacts can be leveraged to automate phys-

ical art-making is an interesting question. Certain types of phys-

ical production can involve AI generation with automation [33].

However, art modalities where human skill (e.g., oil painting) is

important would likely require more technological advancements

(e.g., in robotics). Such developments are not impossible, but it will

become critical to better understand the ‘fit’ of collaborative tools

with generative capabilities within these mediums.

7.4 AI-CSTs in Unbalanced Collaborative
Contexts

A few past research efforts have focused on using AIs in a collabora-

tive art context [92]. However, these mostly looked at collaborative

settings where user roles were not necessarily different. Our study

expands the knowledge of collaborative AI-CSTs by investigating

settings with different user roles. First, due to the different expertise

and languages, Artinter has features that help users identify com-

mon ground about each other’s preferences, styles, and language

while serving to train the system. With AI functions that do not re-

quire art-making skills, we also observed that the tool could support

non-experts to be more engaged in the process. With shared com-

munication contexts and the extended engagement of the client in

the process, Artinter could allow users to negotiate and balance the

artist’s creative freedom with the client’s control (see Section 5.3.4).

Moreover, while AI functions can serve as a psychological safety

net for non-experts, such a role was rarely mentioned by artists.

One potential reason is the asymmetry in expertise. As artists have

more expertise than clients, they may be under pressure to perform

at an expert level, even with AI functions.

There can be many future work directions to support these un-

balanced collaborative contexts. Within commission settings, we

found that artists need to periodically update the client. We could

imagine evolving our tool to allow artists and clients to track the

commission process after the initial meeting. To support this type

of functionality, an artist would be able to upload their intermedi-

ate work, and the client can check how the uploaded work meets

agreed specifications. As clients might not have enough expertise

to inspect and give specific feedback, the tool can have AI features

to help with those (e.g., AI calculating which specifications the up-

loaded work satisfied). For artists, AI features could suggest some

blueprints on how they can satisfy feedback from clients. With such

a tool, we would also be able to investigate how AI technologies

could support the end-to-end art commission process, not only the

initial meeting. In general, we can design collaborative art-making

tools with AI features to facilitate non-expert participation while

easing the expert’s difficulties. Another interesting future work

in unbalanced art-making collaboration would be in the contexts

where people with different expertise work together to create a

single artifact (e.g., a movie or a game).

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present Artinter, a collaborative AI-powered sys-

tem that supports the navigation of art commissions through aug-

mented boundary objects. Artinter helps artists and clients share

boundary objects, verbal/textual concepts, and artifact instances

on a mood board and sketch interface. The system helps users min-

imize ambiguity when using boundary objects and expand the pool

of artifact instances. First, Artinter allows users to ground their ver-

bal concepts with artifact instances. Second, to support expanding

boundary objects, Artinter provides two AI-powered supports: 1)

searching references with user-defined concepts, and 2) generating

high-fidelity sketches by combining artworks or concepts. From

two user studies, we found that Artinter can support pairs of clients

and artists in grounding their boundary objects while facilitating

search and generating references. Moreover, we identify diverse

usage patterns and limitations of Artinter. We describe ways in

which our findings can guide the design of future AI tools for art

commission communication support.
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A TECHNICAL EVALUATION

We technically evaluated Artinter in two ways: 1) how accurately

the ML system recognizes artistic concepts with a small number

of training data instances and 2) if Artinter’s concept-based search

aligns with how human users perceive these concepts.

A.1 Evaluation of Concept Recognition

To evaluate how Artinter recognizes concepts, we conducted a

simulated study. In the study, we ran Artinter’s concept learning

pipeline to train different artists’ styles as concepts. Hence, we

considered each artist as a concept and their works as artifacts.

We specifically used artists in the WikiArt dataset [95]. Our focus

was to identify the performance impact of the number of examples

entered and the number of related concepts chosen.

First, among artists who have more than 50 artworks, we ran-

domly sample 50 artists. For each artist, we sampled 35 art images

as training data and 15 others as test data. With this sampled dataset

of 50 artists, for each number of concepts trained (1∼3), we ran-

domly took 50 combinations of concept groups. For example, with

two concepts related, we had 50 combinations of two artists. For

each concept group, from each artist’s training dataset, we sampled

artworks to use as training data. We varied the total number of

training artworks from 2 to 30. When multiple related concepts

are trained, we sampled an equal number of artworks from each

concept, so that the sum of them can be the total number of works

to be provided. For example, if eight images were to be provided

for two related concepts, we picked four from each concept. For

each number of artworks used for training, we sampled training

artworks 5 times, and for each sampled training artwork, we ran

training five times, using a linear classifier. Then, we evaluated

each classifier against the test dataset for each concept group. Only

when one concept is trained, we used 35 images randomly sampled

from the whole dataset as negative class samples. Among them, 20

were used as training data and 15 were used as test data.

Figure 13: Accuracy of recognizing concepts with the vary-

ing number of artifact instances and trained concepts.

Shaded areas indicate the range of one standard deviation

in accuracy.

A.1.1 Results. Figure 13 shows the result. As might be expected,

accuracy increased with the addition of more data. We also found

that training with two related concepts had higher accuracy than

having one concept. Having three related concepts showed a similar

performance to training a single concept, but only when the number

of provided images is low. With two related concepts and at least

10 data points, Artinter showed recognition accuracy of 80%. This

might be a reasonable performance, considering the small number

of examples provided and that the art styles can be ambiguous

and subjective [27]. Moreover, our evaluation approach trains on

random artists’ styles, where one artist’s visual style might vary a

lot, possibly giving some penalties to the results.

A.2 Evaluation of Search with Concepts

We evaluated search functionality to see if the human perception

of concepts aligned with search results. In this analysis, we first

trained a concept on an artist’s artworks and performed a search

with the trained concepts. With the query image and the top-ranked

searched image, we asked crowd workers which image shared more

style-wise characteristics with the images used to train the concept.

If their perception of concepts aligns well with Artinter, they would

find that the searched image is closer to the training images. We

also asked their reasoning behind the answer. To search images

that were likely to have the concept, we queried for the vector

that added twice of CAV to the vector embedding of the query

image. For images, we only used Abstract/Expressionism arts. Other

artworks tend to have objects, which can confuse people when they

answer our task (i.e., they would focus on content rather than style).

Moreover, we assumed that users would likely have a more similar

set of art in mind when they define concepts for the search function.

To simulate this, we first randomly sampled a piece from an artist,

and then, from the same artist, we additionally sampled pieces that

are the most similar to the already sampled one. We also choose

query images as those near the center of the vector representation

space of the artwork dataset. This is because search results are less

likely to reflect the concept if query images are at the edge of vector

representation. For example, it would be difficult to search for an

image that is darker than an already extremely dark query image.

We conducted the experiment when one or two related concepts

are trained. Similar to the evaluation of concept recognition, we first

sampled 50 artists, and for each number of concepts, we sampled

50 combinations of concept groups. With one concept, we sampled

six images to train the concept. For negative classes, we randomly

sampled 20 artworks from the whole artwork dataset. With two

related concepts, we sampled three images for each concept. We

picked these numbers as they would be reasonably small for users

to provide while assuring a fair performance of the classifier. For

each concept group, we simulated the search once, resulting in 50

search results for each number of trained concepts. For each search

query result, we asked the question to five crowd workers. In the

two related concepts condition, we only showed training images

from the concept that is used for the search. Workers were recruited

from Amazon Mechanical Turk, who are in the US, have 99% of

acceptance rate, and have been accepted for more than 1000 tasks.

They were paid $0.25 for each task (about $10/hr payment rate).

A.2.1 Results. With one concept, the accuracy in estimating searched

images was 64.0%, and with two related concepts, the accuracy was

77.2%. As implied by previous work [27], we found that there can

be ambiguity in making the decision, as people sometimes focus

on different style-wise elements (e.g., colors vs. patterns). It also

means that some workers could see less similar style aspects be-

tween the searched image and example images. This signals that the
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concept-based search can provide łserendipitousž images, which

can support inspiration [7, 20, 25]. Considering ambiguity, serendip-

ity, and the small number of data instances used in training, the

search performance can be at a usable level, specifically when two

concepts are trained. However, as mentioned in the main studies,

best practice was not often achieved.

B EXAMPLES: IMPACT OF RELATING
CONCEPTS

Figure 14 shows cases of how relating concepts can impact the

recognition and search results. In the example cases, we could ob-

serve that Artinter more accurately recognizes concepts and draws

more relevant search results when concepts are related to each

other. Specifically, for Figure 14a, relating concepts facilitated Art-

inter to more accurately recognize and search for sketch and colored.

In Figure 14b, only with relating concepts, Artinter could search

for examples that are more relevant to each concept. Figure 14b,

however, also shows limitations of training concepts with few ex-

amples. With concept-relating, searching for clarity leads to results

with less of red colors, potentially as Artinter learned that clarity

is somewhat relevant to having green colors.

C EXAMPLES: IMPACT OF WEIGHTS AND
SCALE IN GENERATION

In Figure 15, we demonstrate two cases generating images with

varyingweights and scales. As in demonstrations, while the user can

control weights and scales separately, the result would be decided

with the combination of these parameters.
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Figure 14: Two cases of how relating relevant concepts impact the performance of recognition and search, for sketch-colored

and rough-clarity concepts. For recognition, if there is a circle in the image, it means that Artinter recognizes the concept from

the image. Bigger the circle is, more confident Artinter in recognizing the concept. For the search, we added the CAV of each

concept to the vector representation of the query image and drew the nearest neighbors from the WikiArt dataset.
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Figure 15: Two cases of how varying weights and scales impacts generation. The scale of łsmallž has the half of the size

presented in łContent,ž łStyle 1,ž and łStyle2.ž
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